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1. Project background and context
1.1 Description of the TfSH LSTF project
As part of the Local Transport White Paper in 2011, the UK Government announced the
creation of a Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF), to help build strong local economies
and address the challenges of climate change.
The three transport authorities of South Hampshire (Portsmouth City Council (PCC),
Southampton City Council (SCC) and Hampshire County Council (HCC)) are working together,
through Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH), to take a cross-boundary, area-wide approach
to transport planning. The TfSH area is shown in Figure 1. (Note that although the Isle of
Wight Council joined the Partnership in 2013, this LSTF funded programme is based solely in
the three original transport authorities.)

Figure 1: The TfSH area

The two primary objectives of LSTF projects are to (1) support the local economy and facilitate
economic development (e.g. by reducing congestion, improving reliability and predictability of
journey times); and (2) reduce carbon emissions (e.g. increasing the proportion of journeys
made by sustainable low-carbon modes).
Secondary objectives are: improvements in the physical activity (which will be evaluated as
part of the travel plan surveys) and health of local communities (some aspects of which will be
evaluated as part of the ongoing Air Quality Management Areas in the TfSH region);
enhancing accessibility to training, employment and services (which will be evaluated as part
of the Job Centre Plus activity “Into Work with a Solent Travelcard”, summarised in Appendix
A); the continued improvement in road user safety (which will be evaluated from road collision
statistics); and promoting greater social wellbeing (which we are not proposing to evaluate
explicitly as part of this programme).
The three inter-locking elements of this proposal are:
1) Low cost physical interventions along nine corridors to ensure that public transport
provides a realistic, reliable and therefore attractive alternative to the private car, linking
people to jobs:
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Enhancements to 16 bus, BRT and rail interchanges covering improved access, more
and clearer information, cycle parking, shelters and seating
 Improving bus journey time reliability with targeted priority measures and junction
improvements
 A step change in public transport information with 250 Real Time Passenger
Information screens and ability at other bus stops to access real time information using
Smartphones and through SMS text
 Integrating public transport and active modes through cycle links and pedestrian and
cycle crossings
2) Integration of public transport with an inter-operable south Hampshire smart ticketing
system:
 ITSO compliant smartcard across bus and ferry services, implemented and run in
partnership with South Hampshire Bus Operator Association (SHBOA)
3) A highly targeted marketing approach to achieve behavioural change targeted at the nine
corridors and underpinning the other two elements by focusing on the most economically
important journeys including freight and travel to work:
 Travel awareness campaigns
 Station and interchange Travel Plans
 Engaging residents and businesses
 Hospital Travel Plans
 Travel to school and college initiatives
 Promoting Smartcard use


Figure 2: Broad components of the TfSH LSTF programme

Nine corridors have been identified which are expected to yield results where the greatest
benefits can be realised against the dual LSTF core policy drivers of economic growth and
carbon reduction, and against the TfSH local objectives. The nine corridors focus on
connecting high population densities with employment opportunities through public transport
and active modes, and capture the most severe incidences of current and future forecast
highway delays as well as those groups that have been identified as likely to be most receptive
to sustainable transport interventions. Principally the corridors connect the two cities with their
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hinterlands, whilst the Gosport peninsula is also identified for specific intervention to tackle
particularly acute transport barriers and wider policy objectives. Six corridors radiate from
Southampton City centre, while three are focused around Portsmouth and Gosport, as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Targeted corridors with proposed interventions superimposed
(originally prepared by MVA consultancy for the TfSH Business Case)

A brief summary of each of the corridor locations is given below:
1 Hythe to Southampton (Ferry to City Centre)
2 Totton to Southampton City Centre (Station to Station)
3 Romsey to Southampton City Centre (Romsey Station and bus route improvements)
4 Chandlers Ford to Southampton City Centre (Shuttle bus from Airport and Eastleigh
to Industrial and Business premises in Chandlers Ford)
5 Eastleigh to Southampton City Centre (Eastleigh and Southampton Airport Parkway
station improvements; bus priority in Southampton City)
6 Eastern suburbs to Southampton City Centre (Cycle and bus priority route
implementation)
7 Gosport / Daedalus Enterprise Zone to Fareham (Augment current plans re BRT
and Daedalus Enterprise Zone)
8 Portchester and Waterlooville to Southsea via The Hard (Portsmouth) (Promotion
of cycling, improvement of rail-cycle interchange)
9 Havant to Portsmouth (Improved accessibility to and between key rail and bus
interchanges for pedestrians and cyclists)
The benefits of Smart Ticketing are expected to include:
 Full interoperability to ITSO standard across South Hampshire (between bus
companies then extending to ferries)
 Flexible journey based product (e.g. Multi-day, variable length season tickets, etc.)
 Improved customer insight through knowledge of journey patterns
 Loyalty programs
 Demand management through use of “shoulder peak fares”
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Auto top-up
Reduced queue and boarding times
Development of Near Field Communications (NFC) Technology and Mobile ticketing,
as well as the development of smart applications & other new technology
Potential extension to rail, bridge tolls, car clubs, cycle hire in time

1.2 Costs associated with the project delivery
The total cost of the interventions over the three year funding period will be £31,163,000. Over
this period, the total revenue fund contribution from DfT is £6,085,200, while the total capital
fund contribution from DfT is £11,754,000. Thus, total DfT contribution is £17,839,000.
These figures for the overall programme are shown (as an annual expected spend) in Table 1.
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Total

DfT revenue funding

£1,469,833

£2,668,028

£1,947,388

£6,085,000

DfT capital funding

£3,576,999

£4,160,752

£4,015,803

£11,754,000

DfT total funding

£5,046,832

£6,828,780

£5,963,191

£17,839,000

Local contribution

£3,372,217

£5,463,824

£4,488,541

£13,324,000

Total programme costs
£8,419,049
£12,292,604
£10,451,732
£31,163,000
Table 1: Financial information for the whole programme

Of the three broad components of the TfSH LSTF programme, the physical interventions along
the nine corridors (largely public transport improvements, aiming to provide a realistic, reliable
and therefore attractive alternative to the private car, and linking people to jobs) are expected
to cost a total of £16.4m over the three years (with just over £9m being contributed by the
DfT), as shown in Table 2. A breakdown of costs by planned intervention is given in Figure 4.
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Total

£9,833

£303,028

£359,388

£672,000

DfT capital funding

£1,910,332

£2,494,085

£2,349,136

£6,754,000

DfT total funding

£1,920,165

£2,797,113

£2,708,524

£7,426,000

DfT revenue funding

Local contribution
£1,834,884
£2,995,093
£4,173,772
£9,004,000
Total costs – physical
£3,755,049
£5,792,206
£6,882,296
£16,430,000
interventions
Table 2: Financial information for the physical interventions along nine corridors

The targeted behavioural change measures are expected to cost £5.1m, all of which is
contributed by the DfT, as shown in Table 3. A breakdown of planned costs for each
intervention can be seen in Figure 5.

DfT revenue funding
DfT capital funding
DfT total funding

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Total

£1,360,000

£2,265,000

£1,488,000

£5,113,000

£0

£0

£0

£0

£1,360,000
£2,265,000
£1,488,000
£5,113,000
Local contribution
£0
£0
£0
£0
Total costs – behavioural
£1,360,000
£2,265,000
£1,488,000
£5,113,000
change
Table 3: Financial information for the targeted behavioural change measures
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The integration of public transport with an inter-operable south Hampshire smart ticketing
system is expected to cost a total of £9.3m (of which the DfT contribution is £5m), as shown in
Table 4.
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Total

£0

£0

£0

£0

DfT capital funding

£1,666,667

£1,666,667

£1,666,667

£5,000,000

DfT total funding

£1,666,667

£1,666,667

£1,666,667

£5,000,000

DfT revenue funding

Local contribution
£1,537,333
£2,468,731
£314,769
£4,321,000
Total costs – smart
£3,204,000
£4,135,398
£1,981,436
£9,321,000
ticketing
Table 4: Financial information for the smart ticketing scheme

1.3 Delivery timeframe
The expected data collection and delivery timeframe for the Monitoring and Evaluation is
shown in Table 5, where blue indicates the times during the year that data is likely to become
available.
2012-13

Data collection and analysis

Q3

2013-14
Q1

Q2

Q3

2014-15
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2015-16
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

‘16
Q4

Q1

Physical interventions
Data collection:
Vehicle flows
Congestion index
Bus/rail/ferry usage
Modal split
Data analysis
Behaviour change
Data collection:
Travel Plans
Telephone surveys
Online cohort study
Data analysis
Smart ticketing
Data collection
Data analysis
M&E Plan

Reporting

Q4

Baseline Report
Interim Report

×
×
×

×
×

Final Report
Table 5: Monitoring and Evaluation delivery timeframe

The overall TfSH delivery programme is presented below in Figure 4 to Figure 8. Delivery
timeframes are shown by corridor for the physical and location specific behaviour change
measures. As can be seen, the timescales for delivery of the physical interventions varies
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according to the type and scale of planned intervention along each of the corridors. The
majority of Travel Planning activity is due to take place during 2014.
Delivery of the Smart Ticketing is expected to take place through an evolutionary approach
where a straightforward Local Authority Partnership would be used for the initial phase with the
formation of a separate or more formal joint-venture arrangement between the operators and
local authority partners taking place later on. The programme of phased implementation will
include a multi-operator, initially bus-based travelcard scheme extending to ferry; the planned
development up to the end of 2014 is shown in Table 6.
Oct 2012 – Sep 2013
(2012/13 Q3 – 2013/14 Q2)

Oct 2012 – Sep 2013

Roll out of ITSO compliant Electronic Ticket Machines
(ETMs) on Buses

(2012/13 Q3 - 2013/14 Q2)

Specification & Development of Multi-Operator Bus
Scheme

Oct 2013 – Dec 2013

Buses fully equipped with ITSO compliant ETMs

(2013/14 Q3)

Oct 2013 – Dec 2013

Multi-Operator Bus Scheme goes live

(2013/14 Q3)

Apr 2013 – Sep 2014

Roll out of ITSO compliant ETMs on Ferries

2013/14 Q1 – 2014/15 Q2

Oct 2014 – Dec 2014

Ferries fully equipped with ITSO compliant ETMs

2014/15 Q3

Oct 2013 – Sep 2014
2013/14 Q3 - 2014/15 Q2

Oct 2014 – Dec 2014
2014/15 Q3

Specification & Development of Multi-Modal, MultiOperator Bus & Ferry Scheme
Multi-Modal, Multi-Operator Bus & Ferry Scheme goes
live

Table 6: TfSH LSTF Smart Ticketing product development and delivery schedule (as set out in “A
Better Connected South Hampshire – Volume One: The Five Business Cases”, p 110)
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Key
Study
Design/Procure/Consult
Implement/Construct
Maintain/Upkeep
Monitor
Name

Ref

2012/13
Q1

Q2

Q3

2013/14
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2014/15
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Corridor 1 - Hythe to Southampton
Hythe passenger transport
interchange and public realm
improvements

1.01

Corridor 2 - Totton to Southampton
Totton Rail Station

2.01

Testwood Lane to Salisbury Road via
2.03
Library Rd link cycle route
Pedestrian & cycle crossing,
commercial Rd near junction with
Station Rd North

2.04

Cycle links to Southampton Central
Station, Southampton City Centre

2.02

Southampton Rail Station, public
realm improvements

2.05

Corridor 3 - Romsey to Southampton
Romsey Bus Station

3.01

Romsey Rail Station

3.02

Bus priority scheme 1, Shirley
Corridor

3.03

Bus priority scheme 2, City Centre
Area

3.04

Bus priority scheme 3

3.05

Figure 4: TfSH LSTF physical interventions delivery timeframe, Corridors 1 to 3 west of
Southampton
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Key
Study
Design/Procure/Consult
Implement/Construct
Maintain/Upkeep
Monitor
Name

Ref

2012/13
Q1

Q2

Q3

2013/14
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2014/15
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Corridor 4 - Chandlers Ford to Southampton
Chandlers Ford bus priority
Bournemouth Rd

4.02

Chandlers Ford Community Shuttle
Bus, Chandler's Ford area

4.03

Bus Priority scheme 4

4.01

Corridor 5 - Eastleigh to Southampton
Eastleigh Rail Station

5.01

Cycle link, Bishopstoke (Barton Park)
5.02
to Eastleigh Rail Station
Southampton Parkway Station

5.06

Bus Priority scheme 5, Portswood
Corridor

5.03

Bus Priority scheme 6, Bevois Valley 5.04
Bus Priority scheme 7, St Denys
Road

5.05

Corridor 6 - Eastern Suburbs to Southampton
Cycle link improvements, to Itchen
Bridge bus interchange and
Woolston Station

6.01

Bus priority scheme 8, Northam &
Itchen Corridor

6.02

Bus priority scheme 9, Woolston
centre junction

6.03

Figure 5: TfSH LSTF physical interventions delivery timeframe, Corridors 4-6 north and east of
Southampton
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Key
Study
Design/Procure/Consult
Implement/Construct
Maintain/Upkeep
Monitor
Name

Ref

2012/13
Q1

Q2

Q3

2013/14
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2014/15
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Corridor 7 - Gosport/Daedalus EZ to Fareham
Fareham Rail Station

7.01

BRT related bus infrastructure
improvements, Gosport

7.03

Pedestrian and cycle crossing
measures, Gosport Town Centre

7.04

Rowner - Daedalus off-road cycle
route, Gosport Area.

7.05

Bus service improvements to
Daedalus site & linked with BRT

7.06

Corridor 8 - Waterlooville to Southsea
Cycle link through Waterlooville
Town Centre to Bus Interchange

8.04

Kingston Road

8.01

Cycle Scheme (Cosham)

8.02

Cycle Scheme (Cosham)

8.03

Cycle Scheme (Paulsgrove)

8.08

Corridor 9 - Havant to Portsmouth
Bus Interchange improvements,
Leigh Park (Park Parade)

9.02

Cycle and pedestrian link
improvements, Havant

9.03

Cycle Scheme (Hilsea)

9.01

Cycle Schemes (Rail)

9.02

Junction Improvement (Corridor 9)

9.03

Junction Improvement (Corridor 9)

9.04

Junction Improvement (Corridor 9)

9.05

Figure 6: TfSH LSTF physical interventions delivery timeframe – Corridors 7-9 into Gosport and
Portsmouth
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Key
Study
Design/Procure/Consult
Implement/Construct
Maintain/Upkeep
Monitor
Name

Ref

2012/13
Q1

Q2

Q3

2013/14
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2014/15
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Corridor 1 - Hythe to Southampton
Hythe Ferry interchange travel plan

1.08

ExxonMobil Fawley Oil Refinery
Travel Plan

1.09

Corridor 2 - Totton to Southampton
Totton Rail Station Travel Plan

2.15

Totton College Travel Plan

2.16

Corridor 3 - Romsey to Southampton
Adanac Business Park Travel Plan
network
General Hospital Travel Plan

3.15
3.12

Corridor 4 - Chandlers Ford to Southampton
Chandlers Ford Area Travel Plan
Chandlers Ford Rail Station Travel
Plan
University of Southampton Travel
Plan (enhanced)
Solent University Travel Plan
(enhanced)

4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13

Corridor 5 - Eastleigh to Southampton
Barton Peveril College Travel Plan

5.14

Eastleigh College Travel Plan

5.15

Eastleigh Town Centre Travel Plan

5.16

Portswood PJP
Royal South Hants Hospital Travel
Plan

5.17
5.18

Corridor 6 - Eastern Suburbs to Southampton
Personal Journey Planning

6.11

East Point Centre Travel Plan

6.12

igure 7: TfSH LSTF behaviour change delivery timeframe, Corridors 1-6 into Southampton
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Key
Study
Design/Procure/Consult
Implement/Construct
Maintain/Upkeep
Monitor
Name

Ref

2012/13
Q1

Q2

Q3

2013/14
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2014/15
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Corridor 7 - Gosport/Daedalus EZ to Fareham
Daedalus Travel Plan

7.11

Personal Journey Planning (for BRT)

7.12

Gosport Hospital Travel Plan

7.13

Fareham Rail Station Travel Plan

7.14

Gosport Ferry Terminal Travel Plan

7.15

Corridor 8 - Waterlooville to Southsea
Southsea Area Travel Plan

8.13

Cosham Rail Station Travel Plan

8.14

Portsdown Travel Plan Network

8.15

Southdown College Travel Plan

8.17

Horndean College Travel Plan

8.18

Cosham Area Travel Plan

8.08

Corridor 9 - Havant to Portsmouth
Bedhampton Rail Station Travel Plan 9.20
Havant 6th Form College Travel Plan 9.23
Havant Hospital Travel Plan

9.25

Hilsea Business Travel Plan Network 9.06
Fratton/Milton Area Travel Plan

9.07

Personal Journey Planning

9.08

Figure 8: TfSH LSTF behaviour change delivery timeframe, Corridors 7-9 into Gosport and
Portsmouth

1.4 Explanation of the wider delivery context
The economic and environmental problems facing urban south Hampshire are significant.
South Hampshire has a dense and complex settlement pattern, and accommodates a
population of over one million people in an area covering 1,848 km2. Indeed it is the largest
urbanised area in southern England, outside of London. South Hampshire reflects a functional
economic area, anchored around the two cities of Portsmouth and Southampton and the M27
corridor. Even if just existing levels of investment were maintained, there would still be a
decline in the performance of the transport network, which would constrain the local economy
and result in worsening carbon emissions from the transport sector.
The TfSH Sub-Regional Transport Model, which provides a means of forecasting and
evaluating changes in the transport system, has provided forecasts that employment growth
will be constrained by -7% in 2019 and -16% in 2026, should current and future transport
constraints go unmitigated.
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The LTSF programme forms a key early phase subset of the wider delivery programme
developed through the TfSH Transport Delivery Plan (TDP)1. These LSTF proposals provide
solutions to the problems (or barriers) that have been identified within the TDP as inhibiting
sustainable economic growth in South Hampshire.
The Transport context
Urban South Hampshire is important to the national economy; it is a key transport hub and
gateway to mainland Europe and beyond. There are three international gateways: the Port of
Southampton (which handles just under half of all container trade with the far east, and is the
largest car exporter and cruise port in the UK), Portsmouth International Port and
Southampton International Airport. These represent key assets to the local economy, but add
to the flows of transport movement into and out of the area. If the problems of increased
congestion around these gateways are left unchecked then amongst other serious impacts,
exports and imports will experience higher costs of transport.
The main transport networks in South Hampshire are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Transport network in South Hampshire

The Trunk Road network comprises the M3, M27, A27(T), A3(M), M271 and M275. The M3
and A3(M) provide connections northwards towards London. The M3 connects to the A34 at
junction 9 and provides a key strategic link to the Midlands. The M27/A27(T) provide routes to
the West and East along the South coast. The M271 and M275 provide connections into the
urban city areas of Southampton and Portsmouth respectively, including the port facilities. The
M27 provides direct access to Southampton Airport. As well as strategic flows, these
motorway routes are used by high levels of local traffic travelling between the main urban
areas, and perform a key local distributor function on top of their strategic loadings.
The rail network provides direct passenger services to a number of London stations from both
Southampton and Portsmouth, the Midlands (via Basingstoke and Reading), to the west (via
Salisbury) and to destinations along the South coast. There are stations in all the main urban
areas, except for Gosport and the Waterside. The main train operator in the area is South
West Trains, with other services being by Southern, First Great Western and Cross Country.
1

TfSH (2012) TfSH Transport Delivery Plan 2012-2026. Available from
http://documents.hants.gov.uk/transport-for-south-hampshire/TransportDeliveryPlan.pdf
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Rail freight services are dominated by container movements between the Port of Southampton
and the Midlands/ North of England. Rail’s modal share of container movements is likely to
increase as a consequence of the recently completed gauge enhancement. There are a
number of other rail freight movements within South Hampshire, including aggregates from the
Mendips, oil traffic to and from ExxonMobil refinery at Fawley, and services to Marchwood
Military Port.
There is an extensive network of bus services within and connecting the main urban areas,
with less comprehensive and less frequent services to/ from the smaller settlements. The bus
services operating outside of the two cities are generally poorly used and often rely upon
financial support. This causes accessibility problems for residents in those areas and therefore
reduces opportunities for those who do not have access to a car.
The main operators in the area include Bluestar (Go South Coast), First, Stagecoach, UniLink
and Black Velvet. These services are supplemented by a range of long distance coach
services operated by National Express and Greyhound amongst others. These provide a good
service to London and beyond.
The bus operators within the area have come together to form the South Hampshire Bus
Operators' Association (SHBOA), whose primary objective is to act as an interface between
the bus industry with TfSH. The South Hampshire Bus Operators Agreement was signed
between TfSH, Stagecoach, First, Go South Coast and Black Velvet Travel (on behalf of
independent operators) in June 2010 and aims to promote modal shift in favour of the bus to
support the growth agenda, with the objective of delivering 5% growth in passenger numbers
across South Hampshire per annum.
A Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) network for South east Hampshire is an aspiration for TfSH, and
work to define the wider network and funding options is underway. Using £20m of Community
Infrastructure Funding, Hampshire County Council has implemented the first phase of BRT
(known as the Eclipse) connecting Fareham with Gosport, which has been in operation since
May 2012.
A number of ferry services exist, the most important being those to the Isle of Wight from
Portsmouth and Southampton. 11.3 million passengers use the ferry services to the Isle of
Wight each year (including the ferry from Lymington in the New Forest). Local ferry services
offer important links between Gosport and Portsmouth, Hythe and Southampton, Hayling
Island and Portsmouth, and Hamble and Warsash. These ferries carry over 4 million
passengers per year.
Accessibility across the area is strongly influenced by its coastal nature and the four main
rivers crossing the area. Southampton Water and the River Test separate the urban Waterside
area in the New Forest from the city of Southampton; the River Itchen represents a major river
crossing within Southampton; The Hamble River and Portsmouth Harbour give Gosport its
peninsula characteristics; and the city of Portsmouth is predominantly contained within Portsea
Island. This effectively creates a number of peninsulas across South Hampshire, making interurban travel opportunities more difficult to provide.
The local rail network continues to see growth in passenger numbers. However, there are
constraints on rail capacity in both Southampton and Portsmouth and on the Fareham –
Eastleigh rail corridor. This is due to the existence of lengthy stretches of two-track railway and
the flat junctions at Eastleigh and Basingstoke.
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Headline figures relating to local transport, economy and the environment are shown below.
These data have generally been obtained from the Sub-Regional Transport Model (SRTM2)
with a base year of 2010. An update on these particular data using the SRTM is expected in
2015.
Transport
 Over 3.2 million person trips starting and/or finishing in the TfSH area are made each
day across all modes
 Just under 2.8 million of these are contained within the TfSH area
 The majority of trips are made by mechanised modes (70%, predominantly the car)
 The cities and Gosport have high levels of active mode use, whilst public transport use
is also highest in the two cities
 Use of the car dominates journey to work trips (60%)
 68% of all highway trips are under 5km
 50% of M27 traffic flows between 1 and 4 junctions
 62,646 daily public transport boardings in the TfSH area (Southampton 34% and
Portsmouth 25%)
 There are a number of sections of the bus network where bus speeds are less than
10kph
 Active modes account for 25% of all daily trips within the TfSH area
 The two cities have high levels of active mode use in absolute terms, although Gosport
has the highest active mode use as a proportion of all its trips (37%)
Economy
 High containment in cities
 Only Portsmouth, Eastleigh and Winchester are net importers of labour
 While Gosport’s level of containment is the highest (outside of the two cities), it is one
of the largest net exporters of labour in percentage terms
Environment
 Around 235 tonnes of carbon are emitted from the transport sector each day in the AM
peak
 South Hampshire has 20 designated Air Quality Management Areas
Future Situation (do-nothing scenario)
 Total trips increase by 11% between 2010 and 2026 (Car 13%; public transport 3%;
active modes 5%)
 Increased demand for the highway network is particularly concentrated on the M27, M3
and A3(M), but also on radial routes into Southampton, Gosport and Portsmouth
 Vehicle time spent in queues is forecast to increase by 53% between 2010-26
(greatest on the M3 and M27 and also on the radial routes into our cities)
 Overall demand for public transport is forecast to increase by just 3% between in 2010
and 2026
 AM peak boardings are forecast to increase for rail (9%) and ferry (1%), but fall for bus
use (-1%)
 Incidences of bus delays on the network will increase, particularly on the radial routes
2

The Transport for South Hampshire Sub-regional Transport Model (SRTM) modelling suite is an
evidence-based land-use and transport interaction model developed to provide a strong analytical
basis for the development of coherent, objective-led implementation plans to enable the changes in
transport provision required to deliver prosperity to the area. Further details of how these figures
were obtained is available in the Transport Delivery Plan 2012-2026,
http://documents.hants.gov.uk/transport-for-south-hampshire/TransportDeliveryPlan.pdf
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into our cities
Emissions from the transport sector will rise
Carbon and carbon monoxide levels will return to 2010 levels by 2026, after a fall
resulting from technological advances
From 2014, transport constraints reduce growth of both population and employment.
This will impact on the contribution that South Hampshire can make to the UK
economy.

2. Project objectives and outcomes
2.1 Objectives and outcomes
Improved economic growth has long been the principal objective for TfSH and, along with
carbon reduction, is a key criterion within DfT advice and within the LSTF guidance. With
regard to economic growth, the key task, from the evidence gathered, will be to improve
business performance and productivity, through managing congestion, improving access and
creating more efficient labour markets.
The overall project objectives can be summarised as follows:
1. Enable higher levels of economic growth by improving local employment opportunities,
deepening the labour market and therefore increasing productivity
2. Enhance business performance, particularly at the international gateways, by
increasing the efficiency of the transport network and managing congestion
3. Improve sustainable access linking people to jobs and key facilities in our cities and
towns
4. Reduce emissions (particularly carbon) from the transport sector by reducing highway
vehicle kilometres
5. Reduce unemployment in areas of high deprivation through improved sustainable
access to employment centres
6. Improve levels of physical activity, health and wellbeing through increased active travel
Each of the three strands of the TfSH LSTF programme (corridor-based public transport
improvements through physical interventions; targeted behaviour change; inter-operable smart
ticketing) is likely to influence each of these objectives to some extent, and a summary of how
the overall package aims to deliver against these objectives is given in detail in the Business
Case document3 (Section 2.8.6, pp182-192).
As set out in the proposal, in order to evaluate these objectives it is first necessary to
determine the transport-related implications for each. A number of (spatially-specific) current
and expected transport barriers in South Hampshire were identified as part of the evidence
base for the initial TfSH funding bid. Each of these barriers can be linked with one of these
outcomes, as shown in Table 7. It is not explicitly intended to evaluate whether these particular
barriers have been overcome as part of the monitoring and evaluation of the LSTF projects;
evaluation of these barriers will be undertaken as part of the future SRTM assessment
scheduled for 2015. However, any changes in traffic volumes, congestion, modal shift and
levels of active travel will also impact on many of the barriers. Further details of how these
objectives are linked to the data requirements for this Monitoring and Evaluation Plan are
given in Section 2.3 below.

3

“A Better Connected South Hampshire – Volume One: the five business cases. Available online at
http://www.hants.gov.uk/environment/tfsh-lstf-businesscase.pdf
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Barriers addressed
 South Hampshire operating as two separate journey to work areas
 Out of town areas have more limited employment catchments and
can be significantly less accessible by public transport
 Current and increasing levels of delay on M27 in vicinity of
Southampton
 Delays along key corridors in Southampton may stifle growth of
economy
 Delays caused by congestion on M27 adversely affect east to west
movements
 Capacity constraints on rail to London mean there is limited capacity
for further growth
 Number of rail infrastructure limitations currently prevent operation of
rail services from Southampton Airport Parkway to the east TfSH area
 Slow and infrequent train services between Portsmouth and
Southampton contribute to the low levels of interaction
 Increasing transport costs caused by demand exceeding available
capacity is forecast to limit uptake of permissible sites for
development
Business performance
 Forecast growth at ports will increase pressure on transport network
and may not be realised if capacity not available
 Absence of direct rail links to the airport from the east discourages
use of public transport
 Current and increasing levels of delay on M27 in vicinity of
Southampton
 Congestion on links to Portsea Island and around Portsmouth city
centre will potentially constrain access to the port and new
developments
 Increase delay at M3 junctions in Winchester area adversely affecting
freight movements
Sustainable access
 Low containment in new developments outside existing urban areas,
leading to longer and less sustainable commuting distances
 Limited employment opportunities in Gosport leading to outcommuting
 M27 forecast to be operating above capacity, particularly in vicinity of
North Fareham SDA
 High out-commuting from Gosport contributes to significant delay
along A32 and in Fareham
 Inefficient use of South Hampshire road network for trips that could be
made by active modes or public transport
 Optimal benefit from BRT investment will not be realised if it is not
developed as part of a high quality, integrated transport offer
 Bus journey times are forecast to increase as a result of congestion
Reduce emissions
 High levels of car dependence for journeys outside of cities and
Gosport
 Mode shift projections for freight traffic may not be realised if
insufficient incentive available to switch
 Forecast increase in traffic volumes will mean that carbon emissions
from TfSH area increase in real terms
Reduce
 Areas of deprivation have poorer than average access to jobs by
unemployment
public transport
Improve levels of
 Urban motorways form physical barriers to movement by active
physical activity
modes from a number of locations
 High levels of inactivity and obesity in some areas of South
Hampshire contribute to a poorer quality of lilfe and have a
detrimental effect on the South Hampshire economy
Table 7: Mapping local objectives against local transport barriers
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A set of sub-national outcomes for South Hampshire that the TDP and the LSTF programme
aim to realise has been identified, which aims to support South Hampshire’s economic assets
and facilitate housing, employment and economic growth in a sustainable manner, and in
particular in a way that also reduces carbon output. These are covered by three core
outcomes, which are in turn supported by two further outcomes. The first of these seeks to
improve the quality of life of our residents through, in particular, improving their employment
and training opportunities, but by also improving their access to other services. The final
outcome recognises that not all of the significant growth planned for South Hampshire can be
delivered on brownfield sites and that strategic employment and housing sites are also
planned and will be supported by sustainable transport interventions.
Core sub-national outcomes
 O1: Strengthened international gateways in South Hampshire, fulfilling their role in
supporting the local and national economy.
 O2: Delivering planned housing and employment growth in existing economic centres
first.
 O3: The transport sector contributing to South Hampshire achieving its commitment to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions (especially Carbon).
Supporting sub-national outcomes
 O4: Reduced social disparities, supporting cohesive and inclusive communities and
improving the quality of life for South Hampshire residents.
 O5: Delivering continuous economic growth through the implementation of the strategic
and major development areas that will ultimately deliver housing and employment
targets.
Drawing on evidence provided in the Business Case proposal, outputs from the Sub-Regional
Transport Model forecast that the performance of the programme against these barriers and
objectives, and in turn against the sub-national outcomes can be summarised as follows. Note
that the published model forecasts are limited to changes in 2019 and 2026, so these
forecasts should be regarded as indicative of expected (relatively minor) short-term change
within the time span of this LSTF programme, and will not be evaluated explicitly as part of this
programme.
Growth in public transport and active modes
By 2026, this programme of measures is expected to result in mode share for car reducing
from 68% (2010) to 65%. Over the same period, public transport mode share grows from 3.8%
to 4.7% and the mode share of active modes grows from 28% to 31%. There are likely to be
89,000 fewer person trips on the highway network (12 hour period) and an increase of 22,000
public transport person trips and nearly 62,000 active mode trips. There are also resultant
travel time benefits of these changes in travel patterns. Around 10% of peak period travel time
is spent waiting in queues, and with expected growth in demand for the highway network,
there is likely to be greatly increased time lost to delays in the future.
Growth in employment
The LSTF proposals are expected to directly result in the creation of an additional 375 jobs (to
2019) and 763 jobs to 2026, in the local economy (with a further 390 jobs created through the
workforce required for implementation of the programme). A further 375 jobs are expected to
be created by public transport operators as a result of increased patronage.
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2.2 Logic map

Figure 10: Logic map for TfSH LSTF programme
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2.3 Project evaluation
Broad research questions relating to the three strands of intervention emerge from the expected
outcomes outlined in Section 2.1, as follows:
Corridor-based public transport improvements
What (short-term and longer-term) outcomes have been achieved for the interventions in terms of:
 reductions in demand for car travel
 congestion relief
 use of non-car modes
 carbon emissions
 road safety
 air quality?
Targeted behaviour change measures
How effective have behaviour change measures been to promote non-car use in terms of:
 use of non-car modes
 level of physical activity/active travel?
Area wide smart ticketing
How effective has it been in terms of:
 increasing public transport use and public transport user satisfaction
 reducing the demand for car travel?
Project evaluation will be undertaken by the University of Southampton with the wider aims of:
i.
learning what works in enabling sustainable travel choices, in which context, for whom and
why;
ii.
improving understanding about how to design, target and deliver sustainable travel initiatives
most effectively and efficiently;
iii.
testing the impact and effectiveness of innovative approaches where the evidence base so far
is under-developed; and
iv.
demonstrating local impact, with locally relevant data.
The first two aims relate to process evaluation led by TfSH and the second two to impact evaluation
led by UoS, although the two strands of evaluation are inter-related. It is intended that the evaluation
will help inform which policy measures should be continued after LSTF funding ceases in March 2015.
The findings will also be relevant to operators, stakeholders and others, as summarized in Table 8.
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Central Government

Department for Transport

Local Government

Hampshire County Council
Portsmouth City Council
Southampton City Council
District Councils (Eastleigh BC, Fareham BC, Gosport
BC, Test Valley BC, New Forest DC, Havant BC)

Operators
Infrastructure

Transport Services

Others
Research

Business

Community

Highways Authority
Network Rail
Associated British Ports
BAA
South West Trains
Bus Operators (Bluestar, First, Go-Ahead,
Stagecoach, Uni-link, Black Velvet)
Wider academia
Sustrans
Passenger Focus
Solent Local Enterprise Group
Hampshire Chamber of Commerce
Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH)
Hampshire Economic Partnership
Business Southampton
Community Action Hampshire
Living Streets
NHS

Table 8: Main users of evaluation findings

The impact evaluation would have two strands. The high level evaluation would focus on aggregate
data, with an emphasis on traffic volumes and modal split at a corridor and area wide level. This work
will be related to MOSAIC geo-demographic groups. In addition, speed surveys and data collation
would be considered. The in-depth evaluation would be based on disaggregate data that can examine
individual behavioural response. This would permit a ‘deep dive’ evaluation of key interventions such
as: (i) personalised travel plans, (ii) area travel plans and (iii) physical infrastructure interventions.
This would make use of on-line surveys to supplement market research that is proposed as part of the
interventions and would also undertake surveys in control areas which have been relatively
unaffected by these interventions.
In addition, the TFSH Authorities are currently considering how to incorporate successful measures
and interventions into their business-as-usual activities so these can continue once the fund finishes
in March 2015. This legacy planning is in its preliminary phase, however even at this early stage a
number of potential partners and funding streams have been identified:
 Working with health promotion teams to maximise the synergy between this work and active
travel
 Better integration between major road maintenance and minor works to increase opportunities
to introduce cycling/pedestrian measures
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Maximising the use of S106 funding to support maintenance and extensions to new
infrastructure such as Real Time Information
Consideration of the Local Transport Board as a potential funding pot
European funding (post 2014)
Integration of the Smart Ticketing system with wider systems (library cards, parking etc.)

Potential partners include:
 Community/Voluntary groups
 NHS
 Health Promotion teams in Local Authorities
 Academia (Centre of Excellence concept)
 Sustrans
 Transport Management Associations
 Schools/Colleges
 Term Maintenance providers

3. Data requirements
The impacts of each of the three broad interventions (corridor-based physical interventions, behaviour
change through travel planning and awareness, and the roll-out of interoperable smartcard) will need
to be assessed using a variety of data sources. DfT guidelines recommend that outcomes monitoring
reports assess a common set of metrics, under the broad themes of Travel Patterns, Economy and
Carbon. Secondary objectives for the LSTF are delivering wider social and economic benefits for
the community, improving safety, bringing about improvements to air quality and other
environmental benefits, and promoting increased levels of physical activity. The guidelines indicate
that large projects need not report on all these secondary measures; the TfSH programme will be able
to report on air quality and physical activity in particular.
Corridor-based physical interventions
The broad aim of the physical interventions is to improve the quality of alternative modes to the
private car along the key corridors, particularly between the two cities (Southampton and Portsmouth)
and their hinterlands, and to and from Gosport. It is expected that these interventions (coupled with
the impacts of the smartcard roll-out and behavioural change measures) will affect travel patterns
along the corridors, encouraging mode shift from the car (targeting those short-distance trips that
could be undertaken by public transport or active modes). Thus, the interventions will result in 1)
reductions in the demand for car travel; 2) reduced levels of congestion; 3) increased use of non-car
modes; 4) reduced carbon emissions. The following data will be required in order to assess these
changes:
Reductions in demand for car travel:
 Vehicle flows (average 24 hour figures for 7 day, two way flows)
 Bus patronage (average number of bus passenger journeys)
 Ferry patronage
 Rail patronage
 Cycling activity (cycle journeys and/or cycling prevalence in the population)
 Pedestrian activity (walking journeys and/or walking prevalence in the population)
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Congestion relief (used as a metric to measure economic benefits):
 Average AM peak journey time per mile
 Variation in journey times on key corridors (AM peak, off peak, PM peak, compared with free
running times)
Increased use of non-car modes (used as a metric to measure economic benefits):
 Modal split at specific sites (number of trips to/from site or area split by mode)
Reduced carbon emissions (assessed using LA Carbon Tool main factors):
 Distance travelled/trip length
 Vehicle speed
 Vehicle type
It will also be possible to report on road safety levels along each of the corridors.
Smart ticketing
This aspect of the programme aims to increase patronage on all forms of public transport through:
 A better quality public transport experience for users
 Increased bus reliability, resulting from reduced boarding times
 Seamless integration of ticketing for public transport journeys involving interchange between
modes
 Providing opportunities to apply tactical pricing mechanisms to generate increased patronage.
Alongside bus patronage data provided by the bus operators, data will need to be collected on
coverage of the scheme, levels of uptake and bus user satisfaction.
Behaviour change
To reinforce the measures being implemented along each corridor, an area-wide social marketing
campaign will be developed. This will encompass the creation of a specific brand and associated
marketing strategy targeting key groups of people most likely to change their travel behaviour. A
number of different Travel Plans will be developed, under the ‘My Journey’ branding, including:






Personal Journey Planning (PJP)
Workplace Travel Plans (targeting major employers and sites)
College and University Travel Plans
Hospital Travel Plans
Public Transport Interchange Travel Plans

Each of these travel plan initiatives will be monitored by their own teams, and summaries of outcomes
and impacts will be included in the future monitoring and evaluation reports.
In addition, a comprehensive analysis of the success of the My Journey campaign in raising public
awareness and encouraging sustainable travel behaviour change will be undertaken, using web
analytic tools, face to face feedback and specific market research.
Further details of the My Journey brand and activities can be found on the website
http://www.myjourneyhampshire.com/
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Other initiatives
Other area-wide initiatives that will be delivered (but not specifically part of the Outcomes Monitoring
work undertaken by the Transportation Research Group) include:
 Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) detectors rolled out across the (non-Southampton) bus fleet
(since the Southampton bus network already fitted with AVL). In addition, real-time information
(RTI) screens and smartphone readers will be installed at bus stops (aimed at informing travel
choices and reducing waiting time);
 Development and delivery of a Legible Bus network to make bus use simple and convenient;
 Work with schools to continue the recent successes of encouraging more children and their
parent s to walk, cycle or use public transport to get to and from school;
 The continued delivery by Sustrans of Street Tread, a successful programme working at grass
roots level to encourage more take up of active travel modes;
 “Into Work with a Solent Travelcard”, providing support for those returning or seeking work,
working in partnership with Job Centre Plus (summarised in Appendix A);
 In partnership with car club operators, an expansion of the car club system, offering residents
the chance to use a car as and when they need without having to own and park the vehicle.
Monitoring the impacts of these other initiatives is not part of this Outcome Monitoring Plan, but where
it is feasible, monitoring and evaluation reports will contain summaries of these initiatives, with results
and analyses of their outcomes and impacts.

3.1 Assessment of outcomes
The data collected as part of the monitoring and evaluation will be used to assess the outcomes and
impacts of the LSTF programme. The table below sets out which are the main data types associated
with each of the longer term outcomes and impacts.
Impact
Reduced
emissions

Increase
economic
activity
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Associated outcomes

Main measures:

Increased efficiency of transport
network

 Congestion relief (AM peak journey time /
variation in journey times)
 LA Carbon Tool measures (trip length / veh
speed / veh type)

Fewer highway vehicle kilometres

 Vehicle flows
 Bus/ferry/rail patronage

Increased mode shift from car








Modal split
Bus/ferry/rail patronage
Cycling activity
Pedestrian activity
Travel Plan surveys
Telephone / online surveys

Improved quality of alternative
modes to the private car






Bus/ferry/rail patronage
Modal split
Telephone / online surveys
Smart ticketing outcomes

Increased efficiency of transport
network

 Congestion relief (AM peak journey time /
variation in journey times)
 LA Carbon Tool measures (trip length / veh
speed / veh type)

Travel not perceived as a barrier
to employment

 Job Centre Plus outcomes
 Travel Plan surveys
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Impact
Increase levels
of physical
activity

Associated outcomes
Increase mode shift from car

Main measures:

Improve
sustainable
access to jobs
and facilities

Improved quality of alternative
modes to the private car

 Bus/ferry/rail patronage
 Modal split
 Telephone / online surveys

Travel not perceived as a barrier
to employment

 Job Centre Plus outcomes
 Travel Plan surveys








Modal split
Bus/ferry/rail patronage
Cycling activity
Pedestrian activity
Travel Plan surveys
Telephone / online surveys

4. Data collection methods
The following section describes the datasets that will be accessed in order to assess changes in
reduced demand for car travel, congestion relief, increased use of non-car modes and those factors
that affect carbon emissions. TfSH data can be provided by HCC, SCC or PCC. Other data sources
are also shown, with the relevant source provider (Note that for the data sources in italics it is
uncertain whether such data will be required for the evaluation.)

4.1 Vehicle flows
Measure / Metric

TfSH data

Vehicle flow (average 24 hour
figures for 7 day, two way flows)





Reported annually

Permanent traffic counters
Manual classified counts
Automatic traffic counts
(SDR)

Other data sources


DfT National Road Traffic
estimates




CCTV / ANPR
Safety camera data

In order to determine changes in traffic flows along key corridors, data from extant automatic traffic
counters will be used, and the current location of such counters is shown in Figure 11.
HCC and SCC have 51 such counters located in the TfSH area (22 vehicle only, 6 vehicles and
cycles, 19 cycles only, 2 not configured, 2 cycles not in use) allowing data to be extracted for specific
routes / corridors. Data from 2008-2012 has already been supplied for these traffic counters.
It should be noted that non-DfT data in the Portsmouth City area is sparse, but it may be possible to
compare SCC and HCC data with DfT road traffic estimates data to determine variations; this could
then give a reasonable assessment of the accuracy of the Portsmouth data available from the DfT.
Further traffic count data is available from DfT (http://www.dft.gov.uk/traffic-counts/); there are 53
count locations in Portsmouth, 51 in Southampton, and over 100 in South Hampshire. These annual
road traffic estimates are mainly based on around ten thousand manual counts, which are combined
with ATC data and road lengths to produce overall estimates. DfT guidance suggests that these
National Road Traffic Estimates data are unlikely to be in sufficient numbers or appropriate locations
to provide accurate representation of traffic trends, and they recommend that additional observations
would be required. However, an aggregate analysis of DfT traffic estimate data along each of the
corridors (or separated into ‘Southampton-bound’ and ‘Portsmouth-bound’) may be possible to give a
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corridor-based or destination-based index of traffic flows which will be more robust than individual site
data.
An indication of these count site locations for each corridor is given in Appendix B.
Other sources of data will be explored, to provide good baseline data, and help deliver annual
statistics on changes in the levels of road traffic along the nine corridors and elsewhere, including
data collected by road safety cameras and other surveys undertaken in the TfSH area.

Figure 11: Existing permanent traffic counts within TfSH area (Sept 2012)

In addition, some counts were undertaken along certain corridors as part of the TfSH Evidence Base
Survey report, as shown in Figure 12, which may be usable as baseline data.
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Figure 12: Locations of count sites used for ‘Evidence Base’ report

4.2 Bus/ferry/rail patronage
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

Bus patronage (average number
of bus passenger journeys)




Ferry patronage

Rail patronage / station usage

Bus company patronage
data (SHBOA)
Bus user satisfaction
surveys (SHBOA)
Ferry company patronage
data

Other data sources





DfT bus statistics
Bus occupancy at
cordon/screen line
Rail user data (ORR)
Passenger Focus surveys

Reported annually

Bus patronage data is collected annually from bus operators to provide a total figure for each local
authority area. This will be used to analyse whether the proposed measures have promoted additional
bus journeys by residents within the urban South Hampshire area. Although the bus patronage figures
for South Hampshire cannot easily be separated from the overall county figure, Southampton and
Portsmouth are unitary authorities so individual figures are produced for these areas. As the majority
of the key corridors feed into the two cities, any increases in bus patronage will be readily identified.
It should be noted that discussions are still underway with SHBOA to identify and agree on the data
provision that will be made available. Early discussions indicate that it will not be possible to report on
route-specific data; however it may be possible to report on bus usage along each corridor, by
aggregating data across a number of bus companies servicing that particular corridor. It is hoped that
as well as data on bus patronage along the key corridors, any previous bus user satisfaction survey
results would also be made available.
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Similar patronage data will be required for ferry crossings at Hythe and Gosport, and the usage of
local railway stations from annual statistics provided by the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR).

4.3 Cycling activity
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

Number of cycle journeys (cycle
journeys and/or cycling prevalence
in the population)







Reported annually

Permanent cycle counters
Manual classified counts
Local household surveys
Workplace surveys
School census travel to
school

Other data sources


Active People Survey

As shown in Figure 11, there are a number of permanent cycle counters located within the TfSH area,
and data from these counters has been provided by HCC for inclusion in the baseline report. Further
indications of change in cycle activity will be assessed using the various behavioural surveys being
undertaken, as described below.

4.4 Pedestrian activity
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

Number of pedestrian journeys
(walking journeys and/or walking
prevalence in the population)





Local household surveys
Workplace surveys
Crossing movement
surveys

Other data sources



Active People Survey
Manual classified counts

Reported annually

Pedestrian activity data is currently being identified, and will be included (on a corridor basis if
possible) in the baseline report, due in mid 2013. As for cycling activity, further indications of change
in pedestrian activity will be assessed using results from behavioural surveys.

4.5 Congestion relief
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

Average AM peak journey time per
mile)




Reported annually


Variation in journey times on key
corridors (AM peak, off peak, PM
peak, compare with free running
times)
Reported annually
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Trafficmaster data (Strate-gis)
NI 167 index covering
Hampshire
TfSH Access to airport
and ports journey time
index
Trafficmaster data (Strate-gis)

Other data sources



DfT congestion statistics
ANPR (locations yet to be
identified)



ANPR (locations yet to be
identified)
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Prior to the abolition of National Indicators in 2009, Hampshire County Council utilised an index to
measure ‘Average AM peak journey time per mile’ for the congestion National Indicator 167 (NI167).
Whereas the index covers the whole of the county, many of the key routes identified fall within the
TfSH area; the data is split into links across a single route/road and providing data on route length,
time taken, delay and number of observations in the data set. Traffic volumes were used to weight
each route and this data was collected in 2008/2009. The index has not been updated since the
abolition of the NIs, but work is currently underway to create a bespoke set of indices for the TfSH
region in order to assess the ongoing changes in congestion at specific locations along each of the
corridors.
Further, automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) technology enables the average journey times of
vehicles to be calculated. The corridors where this process can be carried out will depend on the
location of existing ANPR equipment and this is currently being assessed.

4.6 Increased use of non-car modes
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

Modal split4 (number of trips
to/from site or area split by mode)




Reported annually






Cordon count (SCC)
Workplace Travel plan
survey
Census 2001 data split
into zones
School census
Station Travel Plans
Household surveys (PJP)

Other data sources


Travel to work Areas
(2011 census)

Since 1997/8, comprehensive annual modal split surveys have been carried out in Southampton
(although there are none in Portsmouth or South Hampshire, and none extra proposed – with obvious
limitations). The data collected in Southampton is as follows:
 Modes used into city (am peak)
 Modes used leaving city (lunchtime)
 Modes used leaving city (pm peak)
Further data will be gathered from intervention specific market research and from the on-line survey
tool, whilst use will also be made of census data for the area.

4

Modal split data is only available for Southampton City.
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4.7 Reduced carbon emissions
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

LA Carbon Tool main factors:
 Distance travelled/trip length
 Vehicle speed
 Vehicle type



See above re vehicle flow
and congestion

Other data sources



Reported annually


Vehicle flow data (NRT
Estimates / ATC / MCC /
CCTV / ANPR / modal
cordon data)
Vehicle Speed (congestion
metrics)
Vehicle mix (NRT
estimates / DVLA licensing
data via DfT)

To assess the carbon impacts of the TfSH LSTF programme (following the guidance offered by the
DfT), the key factors affecting carbon emissions will be assessed, using the Local Authority Carbon
Tool (www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-authority-basic-carbon-tool), whilst use will also be
made of specific tools being developed by the University of Southampton. As part of the TfSH
programme, a case study aiming to evaluate the impacts of transport interventions on carbon
emissions has been proposed, and the TfSH aim to lead the national case studies on carbon
reduction. This proposal is currently under discussion with the DfT.

4.8 Road safety
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

KSI accident rates



Reported annually

Local area/road specific
KSI injury accident
statistics and plots
(STATS19)

Other data sources




DfT Average KSI in
reported road accidents on
LA managed roads only
DfT Average slight injuries
in reported road accidents
on LA managed roads
only

Although many of the proposed interventions are not specifically targeted at improving road safety,
there are concomitant effects on safety of reducing congestion and promoting alternatives to the
private car. Trends for accident data will be included in the baseline report, as well as in the annual
reports.

4.9 Air quality
Measure / Metric

TfSH Data

Air quality




Reported annually


AQMA data
District council air quality
monitoring
District council noise
pollution monitoring

Other data sources


Carbon reduction data

It is highly likely that the main environmental impact of the TfSH programme will be on carbon
emissions, but there will also be positive impacts in terms of air quality. (Note that the impact of the
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proposed interventions on other environmental factors such as noise, landscape, townscape,
heritage, biodiversity and water environment are likely to be minimal).
There are 22 Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) in the TfSH area, and the main contribution to
the declaration of AQMAs is from transport; for example 11 AQMAs have been declared due to
exceedences of the NO2 air quality objective. The majority of AQMAs are near the corridors identified
in this programme, so it is proposed that the data from air quality monitoring is included as part of the
reporting for this monitoring programme (subject to data availability). Of particular note are the two
AQMAs alongside Corridor 2 (Redbridge and Millbrook Road Air Quality Management Areas), and the
two AQMAs along the two key radial routes into Portsmouth covered by Corridor 8.

4.10 Attitudinal and behavioural household surveys
As well as assessing the changes in travel patterns and associated impacts on congestion, carbon
emissions and road safety, the TfSH programme includes a series of attitudinal and behavioural
household surveys. It is intended that these surveys, undertaken at the outset and culmination of the
programme, will provide a snapshot of travel behaviour and attitudes across the region, across a wide
socio-demographic range of residents. Respondents’ locations will be identified and comparisons
drawn between those residents dwelling along corridors or near specific intervention sites and the
residents living outside the targeted range of the interventions. Also, based on respondents’
awareness of particular schemes, it may be possible to gain insights into the wider impacts of the
interventions.
1500 Southampton residents were surveyed in April 2011 (the telephone survey was carried out by
MRUK). In December 2012, further similar surveys were undertaken in Portsmouth (1150 residents)
and the wider South Hampshire area (1150 residents) (surveys carried out by ICM). The first round of
surveys has been completed, and summaries of the results will be provided in the baseline report. A
copy of the survey undertaken in South Hampshire is given in Appendix C.
Further online surveys will collect separate data, aimed at following a cohort of individuals (the
questionnaire is given in Appendix D). Both types of survey include a travel diary as part of the data
gathering exercise. Respondents for the online survey will be recruited at target locations for some
corridors (transport interchanges, local households) as well as email contacts gathered from TfSH
events. This will result in a cohort of individuals, whose attitudes, behaviour and knowledge of TfSH
interventions and programmes can be assessed over time. As well as assessing changes in attitudes
and knowledge of TfSH interventions, these surveys should give a broad picture of how modal shift
across the wider TfSH area is being effected, as well as indications of changes in levels of cycling and
walking.

4.11 Travel Plan surveys
A number of different Travel Plans are being developed, under the ‘My Journey’ branding, including:
 Personal Journey Planning (PJP)
 Workplace Travel Plans (targeting major employers and sites)
 College and University Travel Plans
 Hospital Travel Plans
 Public Transport Interchange Travel Plans
It is intended that each of these travel plan initiatives will be monitored by their own teams, and
summaries of outcomes and impacts will be included in the outcomes monitoring reports. While these
Travel Plan surveys will have a degree of flexibility (such as bespoke branding and inclusion of
specific questions), the University of Southampton has been consulted at the early design phase of
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these surveys, and a set of core questions will be included in each Travel Plan survey tool.
Responses to these core questions will be sent quarterly to UoS for ongoing analysis.

4.12 Smart ticketing
Alongside changes in bus patronage (data supplied by the bus operators), the levels of uptake and
use of the smart ticketing system will be assessed. Plans for this aspect of the monitoring of the
programme are currently in discussion with the bus operators. Note that the planned timescale for this
aspect of the programme is such that it may not be feasible to undertake any detailed evaluations of
the rollout programme during the life of the LSTF programme, although it will be possible to assess
the levels of usage and knowledge of the scheme as part of future household and personal journey
planning surveys. Discussions are still ongoing regarding access to data on the levels of
concessionary tickets across the region and the impact of similar existing commercial smart ticketing
schemes (Go-Ahead Key card and Stagecoachsmart), and the paper based Solent Travelcard.

4.13 Other metrics
A number of other metrics will also be collected, to give a profile of the wider socio-economic
background. This will include such economic measures as employment levels and fuel prices5.

5. Resourcing and governance
5.1 Monitoring and evaluation budgets
As a matter of course, the costs associated with data collection and monitoring of individual schemes
is built into scheme delivery. As a consequence, it is not possible to identify separate costs for
monitoring and data collection. However, a separate budget of £300,000 has been allocated
specifically for the evaluation of the LSTF large bid and attitudinal research in years 1 and 3 of the
programme, with a small sum set aside for support in drafting and preparing the reports and any
additional data collection.
Evaluation of large bid impacts
Attitudinal Research across TfSH
Local Authority support
Contingency for additional data collection

£ 200k
£ 80k
£ 10k
£ 10k

5.2 Governance structure for delivery of monitoring and evaluation plan
The approach to governing the project is to use, where possible, existing structures and process. This
will ensure that maximum value can be extracted from the funding by minimising project management
bureaucracy. This is illustrated in Figure 13.
The TfSH Joint Committee already exists and includes a wide and high level strategic stakeholder
community including the LEP, Highways Agency, DfT, PT operators, all three highway authorities and
is also attended by other business organisations and district councils. It is a strong and recognised
partnership which will give support to and help evolve the LSTF
strategy.

5

Fuel prices are provided by the Department of Energy and Climate change
(https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-energy-climate-change/series/road-fuel-andother-petroleum-product-prices). Regional fuel prices are provided in The AA Public Affairs Fuel Price Report
using data sourced from Experian Catalist (www.catalist.com). They are an average of mid-month prices from
the respective regions. Available online at: http://www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/fuel/
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The overall direction of the programme is being steered by a Senior Management Board attended by
the respective Directors of Environment for each Local Authority. Day to day operational decisions are
made by the Steering Group, which is chaired by the Programme Manager and at which
representatives of each Local Authority plus the University are represented. Separate sub-groups
manage the Marketing and Communications and Monitoring workstreams respectively.
The Monitoring and Evaluation groups meets regularly to agree the overall evaluation programme and
ensure different parts of the programme are co-ordinated in the data they provide for evaluation. The
group is chaired by the LSTF Programme Manager.

TfSHIoW
Joint Committee

TfSH IOW Senior
Management Board

TfSH LSTF
Steering Group

LSTF Marketing

PCC LSTF
Delivery Board

TfSH Monitoring
& Evaluation

SCC LSTF
Delivery Board

HCC LSTF
Delivery Board

Figure 13: Structure of TfSH LSTF Governance, and Monitoring positioned within the structure

5.3 Responsible personnel
The overall programme management is carried out by John Rider.
For the University of Southampton, the staff will consist of a Senior Research Assistant (Adrian
Hickford) and Research Fellow (Dr Yena Song), with one experimental officer (Karen Ghali). Project
management of the University-led monitoring would be undertaken by Professor John Preston, with
support on carbon measurement provided by Professor Ian Williams.

5.4 Procedures for risk management
The process of identifying, assessing, responding to, monitoring, controlling and reporting risks for the
whole program is summarised in this section. It outlines how risk management activities will be
performed, recorded and monitored throughout the lifecycle of the project and sets out proposed risk
management structure, within the existing governance illustrated above.
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Risk identification is the responsibility of the entire project team, including appropriate stakeholders.
Local authority project managers overseeing delivery of named projects will responsible for identifying
impact and interdependencies, paying careful attention to environmental factors and organisational
culture, as well as scope, schedule, cost and quality factors. All risks will be logged onto a project
register. Key risks will be allocated an owner. The risk owner will be responsible for assessing, in
more detail, the range of possible outcomes, defining the level of risk, contingency planning,
monitoring, controlling and updating the status of the risk throughout the lifecycle of the project.
Key risks will be reported up to the three authority programme managers and the SRO. New or
updated risks across the range of projects being delivered will be discussed and challenged by the
delivery boards before reporting issues and exceptions to the steering group. Risks closure will be
considered by the project manager when the event has passed, is no longer valid or considered a
risk. These will remain on the log and associated costs will either be transferred to the project, or
removed
The most significant risk to the success of this project is the adoption of a public transport
interoperable smart card by bus and ferry operators. This element of the project is, to a large extent,
stand alone in terms of delivery, but the benefits claimed depend upon full integration across modes.
To mitigate this risk, operators and TfSH authorities have signed a Memorandum of Understanding,
and subsequent contractual Agreement, providing a framework for a formal Agreement and
subsequent roll-out of the increased use of Smartcards and other smart ticketing technology. The
Partners have agreed to implement the same versions of the ITSO technology, design and build a
fully interoperable and extendable multi-modal smart ticketing platform.

5.5 Quality assurance
Hampshire County Council’s Economy, Transport & Environment Department is accredited to the
internationally recognised standard for quality management (BN EN ISO 9001:2008). Appropriate
processes and controls are in place to meet the needs and expectations of Hampshire County
Council’s customers and, where necessary, take improvement actions
Sign off and approval of the reports will be through the existing Transport for South Hampshire Joint
Committee. Quality assurance will be incorporated into the process at a number of key stages
1. Data collection – All data used in the report will have been through a process of cleansing and
checking to ensure accuracy, with data management protocols in place to ensure security of
use and storage.
2. Data interpretation – Discussions will take place with all data providers to ensure data is used
in the correct way and not subject to misinterpretation
3. Report preparation – The report will be subject to a formal review covering proof reading,
sense checking and consistency before submission to the Joint Committee.

6. Delivery plan
6.1 Project plan
The funding will be used to enable to Transportation Research Group at the University of
Southampton to monitor the impact of the TfSH LSTF programme including the three strands relating
to smart cards, physical interventions and behaviour change, producing one baseline report and two
annual reports. These reports will demonstrate progress against the key objectives and in the levels
of modal shift. It will serve as an indicator on changing public attitudes with regards to travel
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behaviour and at the same time will be used to inform key stakeholders of the range of activities being
undertaken.

6.2 Timeframe for data collection
Baseline data will be collected and assessed during the first and second quarters of 2013, with the
baseline report due in October 2013. Further data collection will continue on an ongoing basis as it
becomes available from HCC, SCC, PCC and elsewhere (including data from SHBOA on bus
patronage). The widescale telephone survey of South Hampshire, Southampton and Portsmouth
residents is expected to be completed in late 2014

6.3 Progress reporting back to department
Following the baseline report (due in October 2013), three further reports will be produced; interim
reports in December 2014 and December 2015 and a final report in June 2016. Any further reporting
required by the Department can be addressed as necessary.

7. Dissemination plan
7.1 Communication to key stakeholders
The reports will be made available to the public and interested organisations in electronic format. It is
possible that a launch event will be arranged in 2015 to allow stakeholders to review and discuss the
key outcomes of the TfSH programme.

7.2 Lessons disseminated
The annual reports for all the LSTF monitoring programme are intended to form the basis for
information exchange between projects on good practice and lessons learned during delivery, and as
such the reports will also be made available through the LSTF Knowledge Hub. This will enable other
project teams to share and comment on the results of the TfSH monitoring programme, as well as the
wider achievements of the TfSH large bid programme.

7.3 High-level report
Alongside the two main reports, it is also the intention to prepare a high level monitoring report
focusing on key outputs for public circulation and wide-scale dissemination.
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Appendix A: “Into Work with a Solent Travelcard” – Job Centre
Plus travel project
Project summary outline
An initial pilot project was delivered between January and March 2013 in Southampton before
continuing in 2013/14. The purpose of the first pilot project was to address the cost of transport as a
barrier to employment, supporting young job seekers to find and keep a job. It also aimed to broaden
transport horizons and increase the use of public transport.
A second pilot has now commenced in Portsmouth, providing Travel Advisors to support Job Centre
Plus (JCP) advisors, promoting sustainable travel to their clients, while promoting the MyJourney
website and other MyJourney activities. There is also an opportunity to link with the Personal Journey
Planning activities of the TfSH programme.
The project focuses on the 18-24 age group, as the number of unemployed people in this age group
is disproportionately increasing compared to other groups across the UK. This picture is reflected in
South Hampshire. There are currently over 1 million young people in the UK who are not in education,
employment or training (NEET). Age 18-24 is a pivotal time in life, and for many, being unemployed at
this age can stunt self-confidence and set patterns for long term unemployment.
Job seekers eligible to benefit from the project are given a free Solent Travelcard (see below) to
assist them getting to interviews and training. The project has been set up and delivered in
partnership with the Job Centre Plus. Southampton bus operators have also provided a 33% discount
on the purchase of travelcards.

Travel voucher for participants to obtain a free Solent Travelcard
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Project overview
Progress so far:
Since the start of the project 700 free Solent Travel Cards Have been distributed to 500 young
people. During the pilot period each month between 40% and 49% of young people participating in
the scheme accessed work.
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Appendix B: Count site locations by corridor, and suggested
locations for congestion index monitoring
Corridor
1. Hythe to Southampton
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NI167
Index
No

Route Name

Route

Comments

A326 Marchwood
Bypass

North of Hythe to
TWB





Northbound to Totton
DfT site 26945
HCC perm site
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Corridor
2. Totton to Southampton City
Centre
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Route Name

Route

Comments

A35 Redbridge
Causeway

Totton Bypass to
Redbridge Flyover





Eastbound to Southampton
DfT site 36375
Extend and link into A33 EB –
SCC traffic counts
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Corridor

3. Romsey to Southampton
City Centre
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NI167
Index
No

Route Name

Route

Comments

A3057 Romsey Road

A27 junction to M27
Junction





No

A27 Botley Road/
Chilworth Road

A27 Luzborough Lane
jnc to SCC boundary





Southbound to Southampton
DfT site 17549
Extend and link into A3057 SB –
SCC traffic counts
Southbound to Southampton
DfT site 46294
Extend and link into A27 and A33
SB – SCC traffic counts
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Corridor

NI167
Index
Yes
but NB

Route Name
A335 Wide Lane/
Southampton Road

No
4. Chandler’s Ford to
Southampton City Centre

B3043 Bournemouth
Road
No
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Route

Comments

M27J5-Leigh
Road/Bishopstoke
Road jnc
Hursley
Road/Winchester
Road jnc to A335
Leigh Road
B3043 Bournemouth
Road jnc to
Bishopstoke Road jnc









Northbound to Eastleigh?
Southbound to Southampton
DfT sites 6932, 78174 and 73610
Not included – route minor/not
representative?
Use A335 to measure impact?
Not included - not representative
route
Use A335 to measure impact?
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Corridor

5. Eastleigh to Southampton
City Centre
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NI167
Index
Yes
but NB

Route Name

Yes

B3037 Bishopstoke
Road

A335 Wide Lane/
Southampton Road
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Route

Comments

M27J5-Leigh
Road/Bishopstoke
Road jnc
B3354 Botley Road to
A335 Station Hill




Southbound to Southampton
DfT sites 6932, 78174 and 73610




Westbound to Eastleigh
HCC perm site
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Corridor

NI167
Index
Yes

Route Name

Route

Comments

A3024 Bursledon
Road

Windhover Rbt to
Botley Road





A334 Charles Watts
Way

M27 J7 to Thornhill
Rbt





A27 Swaythling Road

Thornhill Rbt to Romill
Close, SCC Boundary

Yes
6. Eastern suburbs to
Southampton City Centre
Yes
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Westbound into Southampton
DfT site 73606
Extend into Southampton –
A3024 – SCC traffic counts
Westbound into Southampton
DfT site 7992
Extend into Southampton – A334
– SCC traffic counts
Included but still not sure that this
is a representative route
Northbound to Southampton
DfT sites 73607 and 3629
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Corridor

7. Fareham to Gosport/
Daedalus Enterprise Zone

NI167
Index
Yes

Route

B3385 Newgate
Lane/A32 Gosport
Road

Peel Common Rbt to
Quay Street
Roundabout

Yes
A32 Gosport Road
No
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Route Name

B3334 Gosport Road

Quay Street
Roundabout to Bus
Station
Stubbington to Peel
Common Rbt
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Comments







Northbound and Southbound
between Gosport and Fareham
DfT site for A32 – 46351
HCC perm site
Northbound and Southbound
between Gosport and Fareham
DfT sites 46351, 56318 and 6345
Not included – no DfT traffic
count data
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Corridor
8. Waterlooville to Southsea
via The Hard

NI167
Index
Yes

Route Name

Comments



A3 Portsmouth
Road/London Road
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Route

B2149 Havant Road
junction to PCC
boundary
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Southbound to Portsmouth
DfT sites 36115, 46117 and
73516
Extend into Portsmouth
DfT sites 27074, 17528, 74740,
48196, 18114, 80848, 57614,
48476 and 57436
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Corridor
9. Havant to Portsmouth
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Index
Yes
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Route Name

Route

Comments

A2030 Havant Road

A3(M) Junction 5 to
PCC boundary





Westbound into Portsmouth
DfT site 73579
Extend into Portsmouth – A2030
– DfT sites 8250 and 56297
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Appendix C: Telephone survey undertaken in South Hampshire
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SOUTH HAMPSHIRE & PORTSMOUTH TRAVEL ATTITUDES SURVEY
1. Screeners
Hello, I am telephoning on behalf of ICM Research, the independent social research organisation.
We are conducting a research project that requires us to talk to a representative sample of people
aged living across the South Hampshire/Portsmouth6 area about local transport issues. We have
selected your telephone number purely at random and would greatly appreciate your help for a
few minutes to answer some simple questions.
 IF RESPONDENT SOUNDS LIKE THEY WANT TO REFUSE SAY…..
For the purposes of our research project it is most important that we talk to a representative cross
section of all people living locally. Therefore, your views are extremely important to us and the
interview will only take a few minutes of your time.
 IF RESPONDENT STILL SOUNDS LIKE THEY WANT TO REFUSE SAY….
If you cannot spare the time at the moment I would really appreciate it if we could call you back
at your own convenience over the next few days. As I say your own views are very important to us.
Q1
Just so we can be sure which questions to ask you, can I start by checking your full
postcode? WRITE IN

IF NECESSARY, SAY: We need to take your full postcode so that we can understand what people
think about the transport network in specific parts of Hampshire/Portsmouth. We will not use your
postcode for any other reason and you will not receive any correspondence from us or anyone else
as a result of this interview.
IF REFUSE: INSERT POSTCODE FROM SAMPLE FILE.
QS1. In order to make sure that we are interviewing a good cross section of people, which one of
the following age groups apply to you? READ OUT

16-17
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
6

CATI to delete/ask as appropriate – take from sample type
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Gender (do not ask)
Male
Female

QS3
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1
2

Are you working…READ OUT. SINGLE CODE TO MAIN ACTIVITY
Full time (30+ hours a week)
Part time (less than 30 hours a week)
A full time student
A part time student
Not working but seeking work
Not working and not looking for work
Retired
Other
Refuse/DK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

QS4
CATI TO RECORD DAY OF WEEK THE INTERVIEW WAS CONDUCTED ON. NO INTERVIEWS
PERMITTED ON SUNDAY OR MONDAY.

QS5

QS6

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

One
Two
Three
Four
Five +
Don’t know/refuse

1
2
3
4
5
6

How many adults live in your household?

And how many children aged under 18 live in your household?
One
Two
Three
Four
Five +
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Don’t know/refuse

6

2. Travel behaviours
Q1
How many of each of these types of vehicles does your household own or normally have
access to? READ OUT. CODE ONE FOR EACH. DO NOT INCLUDE VEHICLES ‘FOR SALE’ IF RESPONDENT
IS A VEHICLE TRADER, OR VEHICLES OWNED BECAUSE A HOUSEHOLD MEMBER IS AN
‘ENTHUSIAST/TRADER.
Car (including people carriers, 4 x 4 etc)
Motor cycle or moped
Small van
Other van or lorry
Other motor vehicle (specify)
………………………………………………………………
Adult bicycle
Children’s bicycle

0 1 2 3 4
DK
0 1 2 3 4
DK
0 1 2 3 4
DK
0 1 2 3 4
DK
0 1 2 3 4
DK
0 1 2 3 4
DK
0 1 2 3 4
DK

5 6+
5 6+
5 6+
5 6+
5 6+
5 6+
5 6+

Q2
Thinking about the situation 12 months ago, how many vehicles of each of these types did
your household own or normally have access to? READ OUT. CODE ONE FOR EACH. DO NOT INCLUDE
VEHICLES ‘FOR SALE’ IF RESPONDENT IS A VEHICLE TRADER, OR VEHICLES OWNED BECAUSE A
HOUSEHOLD MEMBER IS AN ‘ENTHUSIAST/TRADER.

Car (including people carriers, 4 x 4 etc)
Bicycle

0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ DK
0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ DK

 IF CAR AT Q1, ASK:
Q3
Do you ever drive the car(s)?

Yes
No
Don’t know
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 IF ADULT BICYCLE CHOSEN AT Q1, ASK:
Q4
You say that there is/are …..Q1…..adult bicycle(s) in your household. Do you personally
own it/one of them? CATI TO INSERT APPROPRIATE WORDING. CODE ONE
Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

 ASK ALL:
Q5
Currently, how often do you use the following means of transport when travelling locally?
ASK FOR EACH METHOD OF TRANSPORT. CODE ONE FOR EACH.
1 = 5 or more days a week
2 = Several times a week
3 = At least once a week
4 = At least once a fortnight
5 = At least once a month
6 = At least once a year
7 = Not used in last 12 months
8 = Never used

Bus
National rail
Car as a driver
Car as a passenger
Walking,( by which I mean longer than 5-minutes,
made either on its own or as part of a trip along
with other modes of transport)
Bicycle
Motorcycle
Taxi
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 1 2 3 4 5
 DK
 1 2 3 4 5
 DK
 1 2 3 4 5
 DK
 1 2 3 4 5
 DK
 1 2 3 4 5
 DK

6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 DK
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 DK
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 DK
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3. One day travel diary
 ASK ALL. DIARY DATA TO BE CAPTURED FOR WEEKDAYS ONLY
Q6
I now need to collect information about trips you made yesterday. First of all, did you
leave the house at all yesterday? INTERVIEWER: DAY STARTS AT 4AM AND ENDS AT 4AM THE
FOLLOWING DAY).

Yes
No

1
2

Absent from
usual
residence
yesterday

3

GO TO TEXT BEFORE Q7
IF NO, SAY: “So you didn’t even go
to the shops to buy a paper?
Confirm that the respondent was
not at their usual residence
yesterday AND were outside the
area for the entire day. SKIP TO
SECTION 4

 IF YES AT Q6
READ OUT. I’d like you to think about all the trips you made yesterday. By yesterday, I mean
between 4am yesterday morning and 4am this morning. We need to collect a full list of trips made
for whatever purpose: to travel to work, school or college or trips to shop, use the post office or
to visit or meet friends.
Please exclude trips that were made as part of your job e.g. cycle courier/bus/taxi driver etc.
NOTE TO INTERVIEWER 1: We need to collect details of ALL TRIPS the respondent made yesterday,
including those outside of the South Hampshire/Portsmouth* area.
NOTE TO INTERVIEWER 2: SUMMARY SHOPPING TRIPS, which are defined as a series of walk (only)
trips made during a visit to several shops in a shopping centre or where there is a high
concentration of shops such as on a high street or in a town centre. If the respondent has made a
‘summary shopping trip’ you need to record the start time as departure time at the first shop and
end time as arrival time (and destination) as last shop visited.

Q7
So, thinking about the first trip you made yesterday, did you start from home or
somewhere else?

At home
Somewhere else
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 IF ‘SOMEWHERE ELSE’, ASK:
Q8
Why were you at this place? PROMPT TO LIST

Work
Leisure – entertainment/recreation/sport etc
Visit friends/relatives at home
Shopping
Personal business/use services
Health/medical visit
Education
Drop off/pick up - work
Drop off/pick up – school/college
Drop off/pick up - other
Worship
Other (specify)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

……………………………………………………………
No reason
Don’t know

13
14

 ASK ALL WHO MADE A TRIP YESTERDAY
Q9
What time did you start this (next) trip? WRITE IN (24 HOUR CLOCK)

Q10

And what time did you arrive at your destination? WRITE IN (24 HOUR CLOCK)

CATI LOGIC CHECK: time entered at Q9 must be before time entered at Q10. Please calculate trip
duration and if longer than 2 hours then flag a warning to the interviewer and ask them to confirm
details given.
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Where were you going?

Home
Work
Leisure – entertainment/recreation/sport etc
Visit friends/relatives at home
Shopping
Personal business/use services
Health/medical visit
Education
Drop off/pick up – work
Drop off/pick up – school/college
Drop off/pick up - other
Worship
Other (specify)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

……………………………………………………………
No reason
Don’t know

14
15

Q12
Did you use a single mode of transport, such as walking, cycling or driving a car all the way
to your destination, or did you use more than one mode of transport?

Yes - Bus
Yes - National rail
Yes - Car as driver
Yes - Car as passenger
Yes - Walking
Yes - Bicycle
Yes - Motorcycle/moped/scooter
Yes -Taxi/mini cab
Yes -Other
No – used more than one mode of transport
Don’t know
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 IF Q12 = ‘ANY YES’, SKIP TO Q13.2
Q13.1 What methods of transport did you use to make this trip? RECORD ALL MODES IN
SEQUENTIAL ORDER, PROMPT TO ENSURE ALL MODES ARE RECORDED E.G. WHAT METHOD DID YOU
USE TO START YOUR TRIP? AND THEN WHAT DID YOU USE?
EXAMPLE: if a respondent walked from home to the bus stop, caught a bus to the train station,
then walked from the train station to their place of work, the sequence would be recorded as:
B
R
CD
CP
W
C
M
T
O

Bus
National rail
Car as driver
Car – as passenger
Walking
Bicycle
Motorcycle/moped/scooter
Taxi / mini cab
Other (please specify)

SEQUENCE OF METHODS USED TO COMPLETE
TRIP:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Q13.2 For each method of transport you used (i.e. stage of this journey), how far did
you travel? It doesn’t matter if you don’t know exactly, your best estimate will be fine?
Please give an answer in miles.
EXAMPLE: if a respondent walked from home to the bus stop (0.1 mile), caught a bus to
the train station (3.4 miles), then walked from the train station to their place of work
(0.4 miles) the sequence would be recorded as:
DISTANCE BY TRIP MODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.1
1.0
0.4

Q13.3 CATI TO ASK Q9 – Q13 IN A LOOP UNTIL “NO MORE TRIPS” – MAXIUMUM 8 LOOPS.
READ OUT AT BEGINNING OF EACH LOOP: And then once you finished your trip to….Q11
destination….., did you make any more trips?

Yes

1

No

2

LOOP BACK TO
Q9 FOR NEXT
TRIP
GO TO Q14

 ASK ALL IN EMPLOYMENT (QS3 = 1 OR 2)
Q14
How often do you work from home?

5 days a week
2-4 days a week
1 day a week
1 day a fortnight
1 day a month
Less than 1 day a month
Never
Don’t know
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4. Behavioural intentions
 ASK ALL
Q15
Thinking about walking, cycling and use of public transport, which of the
following best describes your attitude toward travelling these days? For each, would you
like to be able to travel this way…READ OUT. CODE ONE FOR EACH
Walking

Cycling

1
2
3

1
2
3

More often next year
Less often next year
The same amount next year as I
do presently
Q16
EACH

Public
transport
1
2
3

And how likely is this to happen next year? READ OUT SCALE. CODE ONE FOR

Very likely
Quite likely
Not very likely
Not likely at all
Won’t happen because not possible
Don’t know (try to avoid)
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5. Awareness issues
Q17

Are you aware that a car club exists in South Hampshire/Portsmouth?

Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

Q18
What do you understand a car club to be? UNPROMPTED. DO NOT READ OUT.
MULTI CODE OK

A club for people in the area that like cards and take them
for weekend driving trips
A scheme where people can hire cars parked in the area
by the hour
A club for people that want to learn how to run their own
repairs on their cars
Other
Don’t know

1
2
3
4
5

IF Q18 NOT CODE 2, READ OUT: Car clubs offer an alternative to car ownership, giving
people access to a car as and when they need it. After payment of a membership fee,
they work on a pay-as you-go basis offering the convenience of the car without the
expense of owning one. After joining a car club, vehicles are easy to access and can be
booked and paid for by the hour.
Q19
In principle, how likely do you think you are to join your local area car club? READ
OUT. SINGLE CODE

Very likely
Quite likely
Not very likely
Not at all likely
Don’t know
Q20

1
2
3
4
5

Are you aware of any of the following in your local area?

Cycle training for adults and children
Workplace Campaign, which is a targeted campaign to
encourage businesses to promote smarter travel
throughout their workplace.
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Q21
How likely are you use Cycle Training for adults and children if….? READ OUT.
CODE ONE FOR EACH
1=
2=
3=
4=

Very likely
Quite likely
Not very likely
Not at all likely

It was free
The training was provided at your home
Your family was able to train together
You could hire or loan bicycles

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

DK
DK
DK
DK

Q22
Have you seen any information or advice regarding walking, cycling and use of
public transport or other sustainable travel options…..

Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

Q23
“My Journey” is a proposed initiative to be run across South Hampshire, consisting
of information, promotions and events to help local residents cycle, walk, or use public
transport more often to benefit their health and the environment and reduce local
congestion. Do you believe this is the kind of service that your local council should invest
in?

Yes
No
Don’t know
Q24

1
2
3

Do you remember any advertising to encourage you to reduce your car use?
Yes
No
Don’t know
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6. General attitudes toward transport
 ASK ALL
Q25
Thinking generally now, I am going to read out a list of things other people have
said about travelling in South Hampshire. To what extent do you agree or disagree with
the following statements? ROTATE ORDER. CODE ONE FOR EACH.
1=
2=
3=
4=
5=

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

There are lots of bus routes local to me
I only use public transport when I have no other option
Having a car is essential to me (ONLY ASK IF Q1 CAR = 1+)
There is provision for cyclists in my area
Driving is more convenient than public transport
Driving is cheaper than using public transport
The benefits of walking and cycling outweigh the convenience of using a
car
I often drive short journeys where I could probably walk or cycle (ONLY
ASK IF Q3 = 1)
Cycle journeys of up t o20-mins would be /are a practical way for me to
get around locally
Walking helps me to relax and feel less stressed
Lack of confidence cycling on the roads is a major reason why I don’t
cycle (more) INSERT “more” if Q3 = 1 or 3
I can find information on public transport services easily and conveniently
I have confidence in the information available on public transport
services
Finding my way around the urban areas of South Hampshire on foot is
easy
It is easy to find major tourist attractions and important civic buildings in
the urban areas of South Hampshire on foot
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7. Classification
Finally, I would like to ask you a few more questions about yourself so we can classify
your answers.
QC1
To which of these ethnic groups do you consider yourself to belong to? READ OUT.
CODE ONE

White
Mixed race
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Chinese or other ethnic group
Refuse

1
2
3
4
5
6

QC2
Do you have any long term physical or mental disability which limits your daily
activities or the work you can do, including problems due to old age?

Yes
No
Don’t know
QC3
SEG

What is the occupation of the chief income earner in your household? CODE TO

AB
C1
C2
DE
QC4

1
2
3

1
2
3
4

How long have you lived in the South Hampshire/Portsmouth* area?

All my life/born in the area
Up to 1 year
Over 1 year, up to 2 years
Over 2 years and up to 5 years
Over 5 years
Don’t know
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Do you work in the Southampton, Portsmouth or other South Hampshire area?

Yes – Southampton
Yes – Portsmouth
Yes – other South Hampshire
No
QC6
OK

Version 5.1

1
2
3
4

Do you have access to the Internet at home, at work or elsewhere? MULTI CODE

Yes – at home
Yes – at work
Yes - elsewhere
No
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Q1.1 Are you 16 or over?
Yes
No




Go to Q1.1a
Thank you for your interest but you are not eligible to take part in this survey

Q1.1a How did you learn about this survey?
I received a card from a personal travel advisor



Go to Q1.1b

I received a card from an area travel advisor



Go to Section A

I received a card at a train station, a bus stop or a ferry terminal



Go to Section A

I received a card at home



Go to Q1.1c

None of above



Go to Q1.1c

First [of list of targeted areas]



Go to Section A

Second [of list of targeted areas]



Go to Section A

… [continued]



Go to Section A

Other area



Go to Section A

A card was dropped at my house



Go to Section A

My friend/family/acquaintance told me about this



Go to Section A

None of above



Go to Section A

Q1.1b In which area do you live?

Q1.1c How did you get to know about this survey?
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SECTION A – ABOUT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD
2.1
.

Firstly, we would like to ask you about travelling in South Hampshire by walking and cycling. To what
extent do you agree with the following statements?

Tick one box per row

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

a.

Walking is unsafe because of the traffic











b.

Cycling is unsafe because of the traffic











c.

The level of crime or anti-social behaviour means
walking or cycling is unsafe











d.

There are pavements suitable for walking











e.

There are special routes or paths for cycling











f.

The routes for walking and cycling are generally well lit
at night











g.

The routes are pleasant for walking or cycling











2.2

Now we would like to ask you about travelling in South Hampshire by bus and train. To what extent do
you agree with the following statements?

Tick one box per row

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

a.

Bus services go where I need to go











b.

Train services go where I need to go











c.

Bus is a reliable/punctual mode of travel











d.

Train is a reliable/punctual mode of travel











e.

Bus stops are conveniently located











f.

Train stations are conveniently located











g.

Bus journeys are pleasant











h.

Train journeys are pleasant











The value for money of the bus ticket is generally
satisfactory
The value for money of the train ticket is generally
satisfactory





















i.
j

SECTION B – ABOUT YOUR TRAVEL

3.1

How many of the following vehicles are kept in your household? (Include all vehicles kept
overnight)
Bicycles for adults
Bicycles for children
Private cars and vans
Company cars and vans
Motorcycles

3.2

Have you used cars or vans for your travel over the last seven
days?

Yes



No



If yes:
Please tell us about the car or van that you used most over the last seven days. This may be the car/van
kept at your household but it could also include another vehicle owned by friend or relative.
3.2a Please give the make and model of the vehicle you used most (e.g. Vauxhall, Corsa)

3.2b Fuel type?
Petrol
Diesel
Other
If other please specify…





3.2c Engine size?
Less than 1.4 litres
1.4 – 2.0 litres
More than 2.0 litres





3.2d Age in YEARS

3.3

Thinking about your fitness, are you able to walk continuously
on level ground for at least 5 minutes?

3.4

Are you able to cycle continuously on level ground for at least 5
minutes?
When did you last ride a bicycle?

3.5

Yes



No



Yes



No



Within a week
Within a month
Within a year
More than a year ago

I’ve never ridden a bicycle







SECTION B – ABOUT YOUR TRAVEL
3.6
3.7
3.8

Are you able to take a bus on your own, i.e. without help from
others?
Is the nearest bus stop from your home within your walking
distance?
When did you last take a bus?

Yes



No



Yes



No



Within a week
Within a month
Within a year
More than a year ago
I’ve never taken a bus

3.9

If something can be improved on bus services in South
Hampshire, what would it be?

3.10
3.11

Are you able to take a train on your own, i.e. without help from
others?
Is the nearest train station within your walking distance?

3.12

When did you last take a train?

Yes



No



Yes



No








Within a week
Within a month
Within a year
More than a year ago
I’ve never taken a train

3.13

If something can be improved on train services in South
Hampshire, what would it be?







SECTION B – ABOUT YOUR TRAVEL
We’d now like to ask you about all the journeys you have made to travel from place to place in the last seven
days using any method of transport. Please complete these questions even if you don’t travel around very
much in general.
Please include all the journeys you made however long or short. If you used more than one method of travel,
fill in the information for ALL methods of travel you used. Each return journey counts as one journey. For
example if you travelled to work and back 5 times, this counts as 5 journeys. Where a return journey
involves a number of purposes, please give the main purpose. If you spent time waiting for public transport
please include this within the public transport journey time.
Here is an example: if your journey to/from work involved 10 minutes of walking (0.5 miles) and 20 minutes
of train travel (25 miles) each way, and you made five return journeys to work, you would record a total of
100 minutes (or 1 hour 40 minutes) of walking and 200 minutes (or 3 hours and 20 minutes) travelling by
train for journeys to and from work. You would add up the distances in a similar way so you would have
travelled 5 miles by walking and 250 miles by train.

4

Thinking about your journeys to and from work (for example: travel to/from your place of
work, accompanying your spouse to/from their work)…

4.1

How often did you make such a journey over the last 7 days?

times

How much time in total over the last 7 days did you spend travelling to and from work by:
Other (specify)
Car, as a
Car, as a
Walking
Cycle
Bus
Train
driver
passenger
___________
4.2

hrs

mins

4.3

How far did you travel in total over the last 7 days to and from work by:

Walking

hrs

mins

Cycle

miles

5

hrs

mins

Bus
miles

hrs

mins

mins

Car, as a
driver

Train
miles

hrs

miles

hrs

mins

Car, as a
passenger

miles

hrs

mins

Other (specify)
___________

miles

miles

Thinking about your business journeys, by which we mean any journeys in the course of
your work or on employer’s business (for example: travel to/from meetings, making deliveries,
etc.)…

5.1.

How often did you make such a journey over the last 7 days?

times

How much time in total over the last 7 days did you spend travelling on business journeys by:
Other (specify)
Car, as a
Car, as a
Walking
Cycle
Bus
Train
driver
passenger
___________
5.2

hrs

mins

5.3

How far did you travel in total over the last 7 days on business journeys by:

Walking
miles

hrs

mins

Cycle

hrs

mins

Bus
miles

hrs

mins

mins

Car, as a
driver

Train
miles

hrs

miles

miles

hrs

mins

Car, as a
passenger
miles

hrs

mins

Other (specify)
___________
miles

SECTION B – ABOUT YOUR TRAVEL
6

Thinking about your journeys to and from a place of study (for example: travel to/from your
university or college) or to and from school (for example: if you accompany a child to/from
school)…

6.1

How often did you make such a journey over the last 7 days?

times

How much time in total over the last 7 days did you spend travelling to and from a place of study or
school by:
Other (specify)
Car, as a
Car, as a
Walking
Cycle
Bus
Train
driver
passenger
___________
6.2

hrs

mins

6.3

How far did you travel in total over the last 7 days to and from a place of study or school by:

Walking

hrs

mins

Cycle

miles

7

hrs

mins

Bus
miles

hrs

mins

mins

Car, as a
driver

Train
miles

hrs

miles

hrs

mins

Car, as a
passenger

miles

hrs

mins

Other (specify)
___________

miles

miles

Thinking about your journeys for shopping and personal business (for example: food
shopping, non-food shopping, window-shopping, visiting a doctor, bank, solicitor or estate agents,
visiting a relative in hospital, or accompanying someone else to a doctor, hospital etc.)…

7.1

How often did you make such a journey over the last 7 days?

times

How much time in total over the last 7 days did you spend travelling for shopping and personal
business by:
Other (specify)
Car, as a
Car, as a
Walking
Cycle
Bus
Train
___________
driver
passenger
7.2

hrs

mins

7.3

How far did you travel in total over the last 7 days for shopping and personal business by:

Walking
miles

hrs

mins

Cycle

hrs

mins

Bus
miles

Hrs

mins

mins

Car, as a
driver

Train
miles

hrs

miles

miles

hrs

mins

Car, as a
passenger
miles

hrs

mins

Other (specify)
___________
miles

SECTION B – ABOUT YOUR TRAVEL
8

Thinking about your journeys to visit friends and relatives and for other social activities
(for example: a journey to/from the cinema or other entertainment facilities)…

8.1

How often did you make such a journey over the last 7 days?

times

How much time in total over the last 7 days did you spend travelling to visit friends or relatives and
for other social activities by:
Other (specify)
Car, as a
Car, as a
Walking
Cycle
Bus
Train
___________
driver
passenger
8.2

hrs

mins

8.3

How far did you travel in total over the last 7 days to visit friends or relatives or for other social
activities by:

Walking
miles

hrs

mins

Cycle

hrs

mins

Bus
miles

Hrs

mins

mins

Car, as a
driver

Train
miles

hrs

miles

miles

hrs

mins

Car, as a
passenger
miles

hrs

mins

Other (specify)
___________
Miles

SECTION C – ABOUT YOUR AWARENESS OF TRAVEL SCHEMES
9.1

Now we would like to ask you about your awareness of local travel schemes and campaigns. To what
extent do you agree that you are fully informed about the following?

Tick one box per row

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

a.

My Journey brand











b.

My Journey Road Show











c.

Personalised Travel Plans











d.

Workplace Travel Plans











e.

Station Travel Plans











f.

School Travel Plans











g.

Area Travel Plans











h.

South Hampshire smartcard ticketing system











SECTION D – ABOUT YOUR WORK OR PLACE OF STUDY
10.1

Thinking about the work you do, which of these best describes your situation at present.
Tick one only
Doing paid work full-time 
Doing paid work part-time
Full-time student
Unemployed
Retired
Looking after home or family
Permanently sick or disabled
Other

10.2

What is the postcode of your main place of
work/study?

10.3

If you do not know the postcode, please give the
address of your place or work/study











Go to
Q10.2



Go to
section E

SECTION E – ABOUT YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD
11.1

Are you male or female?

17.

How old are you?

Tick one only

Male



Female



years

11.2 Which age group do you fall into?
16-18
19-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80+
















The following four questions are to measure your physical fitness.
11.3

How much do you weigh in light indoor clothes?
stones

11.4

11.6

OR

kg

inches

OR

cm

How tall are you without shoes on?
feet

11.5

lbs

Do you have any long-term illness, health problem or disability which
limits your daily activities or the work you can do? (Include problems
which are due to old age).

Yes



No

Would you say that for someone of your age your own health in general is…. Tick one only
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Very poor









SECTION E – ABOUT YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD
11.7

Which of the following groups do you consider you belong to? Tick one only
White
Mixed ethnic group
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Other

11.8

What is your highest educational qualification? Tick one only
Degree, NVQ4, NVQ5 or equivalent or higher
BTEC (Higher), BEC (Higher), TEC (Higher), HNC, HND or equivalent
GCE A’ Level, NVQ3, Scottish Higher or equivalent
BTEC (National), BEC (National), TEC (National), ONC, OND or equivalent
GSE Grades A to C, GCSE O’ Level, CSE Grade 1, NV2 or equivalent
Other qualifications
No formal qualifications

11.9
11.10















What is the postcode of your home?
How long have you lived in your current home?
Years

11.11

Months

How many people, other than you, live in your household?
We mean people who have your accommodation as their only or main residence, and who either
share at least one meal a day with you or share the living accommodation (living room or sitting
room) with you.
Write in number. If none, write ‘0’
Children aged under 5
Children aged between 5 and 15
Adults aged 16 and over (do not include yourself)

11.12

Does your household own or rent its accommodation? Tick one only
Rents it from the council, a housing association or a charity
Rents it from a private landlord or letting agency
Partly owns it and partly rents it (shared ownership)
Owns it (including buying with a mortgage)
Other







SECTION E – ABOUT YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD
11.13

What is your total household income from all sources before tax? Tick one only
Up to £10,000
£10,001 – £20,000
£20,001 – £30,000
£30,001 - £40,000

11.14






£40,001 - £50,000
More than £50,000
Don’t know

Are you aware of, or taking part in any projects in your area relating
to walking, cycling or public transport?

Yes







No

If yes, please specify:

11.15

Are there any other comments you would like to add?

CONGRATULATIONS YOU’VE COMPLETED THE
QUESTIONNAIRE, THANK YOU!



SECTION E – ABOUT YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD
Researchers from the Centre for Sustainable Travel Choices wish to invite you to take part
in a follow-up survey next year. Please select “Yes” if you agree to be contacted next year
for the follow-up survey or “No” if you would prefer not to be contacted.
Please note that by selecting “Yes” you are not agreeing to take part in additional studies,
simply that you agree to be contacted. Also if you wish to be contacted for the follow-up
survey, you should provide your email address in the box below, as the research team does
not have any of your contact details.

Yes



I agree to be contacted by a researcher regarding the follow-up survey
next year.
* Please provide your email address below

No



I do not wish to be contacted by a researcher regarding the follow-up
survey next year.

Once you provide your email address, you will be entered into a prize
draw to win one of twenty £25 gift vouchers.
Email

